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Parliamentary Sovereignty  
•   A.V Dicey (1885)- Parliament has the right to make/unmake any law and no person or body 

is recognised by the law as having the right to override and set aside legislation  
•   Exercise of authority bound by 2 limitations: 

-   external: possibility that subjects disobey/resist laws 
-   internal: from nature of sovereign power itself, exercises power in accordance with 

character (constitution and constitutional conventions) and social conditions  
Questionable: 
•   Geoffrey de Q Walker (1985) contends that ‘Dicey’s concept lacks support from precedents, and is 

inherently fallacious because the nature of ‘sovereign’ power is contrary to the idea of the 
Parliament’ 

•   Concurrent powers: HC held that within the sphere of the Parliament’s federal limitations, it has 
‘full and plenary powers’ (Kable v DPP (1996)). Both Commonwealth and State governments have 
the same power to make laws for the ‘peace, welfare and good government’ (R v Burgh (1878)). 
There exists two sovereign powers across two levels.  BUT if 2 decisions conflict, Commonwealth 
law prevails. 

Evident in: 
-   Representative government: s 7 + 24 states members of Senate and House of Reps must be 

‘directly chosen by the people’. 
-   Parliament cannot bind its successors as all Parliaments must be supreme: Australia Act 

1986 (Cth) 
-   Rule of law: Dicey (1885), sovereignty of parliament favours supremacy of law whilst 

predominance of rigid legality throughout institutions evokes exercise and increase of 
parliamentary sovereignty  -– limits the sovereignty of the Parliament to its purpose of 
facilitating democracy 

-   Dicey outlines a reason why Parliamentary Sovereignty won’t result with 
arbitrary power: 

-   The will of Parliament can only be expressed through an act. These acts are only 
passed after a formal and deliberate process involving two houses and the Queen. 
An act is also subject to judicial interpretation (evident in Manner and Form 
Requirements) 

•  Despite criticism and technical ability of the Parliament to exercise arbitrary power, the Rule of 
Law is reconciled with Parliamentary Sovereignty through the wide powers of interpretation of the 
judiciary. This is because: 
•   The presumption (when interpreting statutes) is that the statute operates within the Rule of Law, 

and does not intend to alter the common-law or human rights (principle of legality) 
•   The wording of most legislation leaves enough room for the judges to interpret the legislation in 

a way which restricts the arbitrary use of power and places the legislation within the confines of 
the Rule of Law. 

•   Thus, it is true that Parliament does possess the ability pass arbitrary legislation. But in practice, 
the courts have sufficient powers of interpretation to limit the executive from exercising those 
powers. 

•   It is also true that Parliament can assert arbitrary power by: 
-   Wording its legislation explicitly enough to make alternative interpretation impossible. 
-   Restrict the courts from interpreting the legislation in question with human rights in mind. 
-   Completely override or reverse court decisions. 

•   Potter v Minhan: ‘There are certain objects which the legislature is presumed not to intend; and a 
construction which would lead to any of them would therefore to be avoided.’ ‘It is improbable that 
the legislature seeks to overthrow fundamental principles, infringe rights, or depart from the general 
system of the law, without expressing its intention with irresistible clearness.’ 



•   Re Bolton; Ex parte Beane: “Unless the Parliament makes unmistakably clear its intention to 
abrogate or suspend a fundamental freedom, the courts will not construe a statute as having that 
operation.” 

 
Legal Sovereignty  
•   Legal sovereignty is a legal conception, it is the power of any law-making unrestricted by 

an legal limit (Jennings 1959) 
•   Provides the judiciary with the power to review any administrative action and to declare its 

constitutional validity (Marbury v Madison) 
•   Evident in: 
-   s 75 of Constitution: power to review admin action  
-   HC is the highest legal authority, R v Kirby; Ex parte Boilmakers’ Society of Australia 

(1956) - abraded by the Persona Designata Rule  
•  Advantages: 
-   A safeguard against abuse of Parliament’s power - s117 Case study 
-   Judiciary is effectively detached and independent of political motivations and dictates, 

judgements are objective and power is circumscribed and controlled by the law and facts 
not politics (Blackshield 1981)  

•  Disadvantages: 
-    Can only adjudicate disputes cases and cannot promulgate laws in general application on 

own initiative (Lucas 1996) 
-   Subject to check (GG can remove judges for misbehaviour or incapacity s 72) 
-   Relies on public confidence, if thought to be abusing its power it loses respect and ceases 

to be effective  
-   Plaintiff must have a locus standi in the ‘matter’ and ‘standing’, must be affected by matter 

and must be an available remedy  
 
Separation of Powers 

� Montesquieu canonical political thinker, concerned about making sure there is not a 
supreme and super government  

� Advantages: 
-   No abuse of supreme power  
-   Responsibilities and power delegated, ensuing each arm of government 

functions effectively  
•   Disadvantages: 
-   Inefficiency, if pulled apart too much they lose their unifying aim and carry their own 

political agendas allowing for potential corruption due to the large gap between each 
arm of government.  

-   However, this has been remedied by no strict separation between the legislature and 
executive by the requirement that Ministers are responsible for their department 
must be members of Parliament  

•   Evident in: legal sovereignty (judicial independence and judicial review of admin 
actions), prevents judicial decisions from being influenced and infiltrated by political 
dictates of other arms of government  

-   Attorney-General (Cth) v The Queen [1957]: Constitution based on a separation of 
functions of the government seen in its structure of division of Chapters 

-   R v Kirby; Ex parte Boilmakers’ Society of Australia (1956): Chp III doesn’t allow 
powers which are foreign to judicial power be attached to courts under chapter for 
exercise of judicial power of Commonwealth  



-   Attorney General (NSWW) v Quin: judiciary subject to constitutional limits derived from 
separation of powers   

•   Separation of power has been eroded by the ‘Persona Designata Rule’ which allows 
allows a federal judge to be appointed to perform non-judicial functions provided 
that the appointment is addressed to an individual person.  

•   However, there are strict rules governing the Rule to prevent the complete collapse of the 
separation of powers: 

-   Hilton v Wells (1985): if the executive function is to conflict with the performance 
of judicial fitness, then the rule is invalid.  

-   Grollo v Palmer: persona designata doctrine doesn't avail to support the performance by 
a federal judge of a non-judicial function if that function is ‘incompatible’ with 
holding of judicial office.  

Eroded by: 
•   Persona designata BUT there are limited rules to its use 
•   Judicial appointment of judges  
-   GG appoints judges s 72  
-   allows the executive to appoint judges that share their political sympathies instead of 

based on individual merit 
-   appointment have been political - Sir Edmund Barton PM appointed himself as HC 

judge, Billy Hughes appointed Albert Paddington and Charles Power  
•   Judicial accountability, s 72 removed by a GG on grounds of ‘misbehaviour’ or 

‘incapacity’, no constitutional definition  
-   Blackshield held that power of removal is the ultimate and only check on judicial 

authority as it would be unworkable to subject the exercise of the power to an appeal 
to that very authority (Bruce v Cole (1998))  

•   Judicial review of admin action  
-   s 75 of Constitution, determining the legality of an executive action according to the rule 

of law and the Constitution  
-   Intended to ‘prevent the executive from exceeding its powers and functions assigned to 

the executive by law and the interest of the individuals are protected (Church of 
Scientology v Woodward) 

-   Conflicts with parliamentary constitutionalism and as the parliament has limited 
authority that is subject to judicial checks - Roach v Electoral Commissioner  

	  


